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Work out such exercises as these: Draw
an apple. Place one ball at the right and
two farther away. Draw an apple. Place
 and apples, pears or other fruit, all make
excellent models with which to learn placing.
Perspective.   Perspective is a branch of
represent balls of the same 5/z.e*
IJ" fKetj. touch fHis line.
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PERSPECTIVE.
one ball at the left, three farther away and
one nearer. Work out about twelve exer-
cises of this nature.
Use models. Progress is more rapid with
models than without. Round objects, such
as apples, balls or oranges, may be used.
 Position, and tells about representing objects
different distances away.
The simplest way of teaching and learn-
ing perspective is arbitrarily to represent
the top or a definite part of the object as
being level with the eye. This level of the
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The use of the model is to verify what you
learn in the drawing. You need not draw
from the model, but use the models to verify
or prove your drawing.
After some power is gained in placing the
balls and apples, then other objects may be
used, as, for example, the deer and trees in
Pig. 3. Here the deer takes the place of the
apple as a center, and the trees are placed
right, left, farther and nearer.
Croquet balls and a stake, one black mar-
ble and a number of lighter ones, a tree trunk
 eye is indicated by a light horizontal line, as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
The method gives perfect perspective, and
by using it one learns perspective to the ex-
tent that objects near and far away can be
represented with ease and with a fair degree
of accuracy. The process is as follows:
Draw a light horizontal line, as in Pig. 4.
This line represents the level of the eye and is
called the horizon line.
Draw balls of various size, making the
upper edge of the balls touch the horizon

